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Indigenous Education in British Columbia
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Indigenous Education seeks to improve success and supports for Indigenous students, and increase the presence of Indigenous culture, languages and history for all students. It also aims to help teachers bring Indigenous knowledge into their teaching practice.




Indigenous Education aligns with commitments to the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, the calls to action of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, and the Draft Principles that Guide the Province of British Columbia’s Relationship with Indigenous People.




Indigenous Education Programs


	B.C. Tripartite Education Agreement 
	Equity in Action
	Indigenous Languages of B.C.
	Indigenous Education Teaching Resources
	Reconciliation & Anti-Racism






Policies, funding and legislation 


	Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act
	Indigenous Education Funding Policy
	Reciprocal Tuition 
	Indigenous Education Enhancement Agreements






Resources


	Aboriginal Worldviews and Perspectives in the Classroom: Moving Forward (PDF, 8MB) 
	Indigenous-Focused Graduation Requirements
	Indigenous Student Scholarships
	Student Data and Reports
	Research









School system contacts


	School District Indigenous Education Contacts
	Find a School District
	About First Nations Schools
	Indigenous Post-Secondary Education






Education partners


	First Nations Education Steering Committee (FNESC)
	First Nations Schools Association of British Columbia (FNSA)
	First Peoples' Cultural Council
	Indigenous Services Canada
	Métis Nation British Columbia
	Ministry of Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation (MIRR)






Contact information


Email:


	EDUC.IndigenousEducation@gov.bc.ca    
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The raven & coyote represent First Nations teaching and learning; the human figure in the middle represents the children; the Métis infinity symbol is incorporated within the circle and the four points are Inuksuk - that represent the Inuit, which signifies vision and direction.



Artist: Chris Paul
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The B.C. Public Service acknowledges the territories of First Nations around B.C. and is grateful to carry out our work on these lands. We acknowledge the rights, interests, priorities, and concerns of all Indigenous Peoples - First Nations, Métis, and Inuit - respecting and acknowledging their distinct cultures, histories, rights, laws, and governments.
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